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KAWNEER CONNECT
NEW KAWNEER
ANIMATION
Take the time to catch up with the
latest in market-leading design from
Kawneer, advancing a unique product
family with enhanced architectural
capabilities.
View the new animation here

INTERVIEW WITH
ANDY EYRES
Catch up with Andy Eyres, Kawneer’s
European Product Manager for
Curtain Wall.
Hear his thoughts on the three key
enhancements relating to the new
AA®110 Curtain Wall System.

SOLVING CONSTRUCTION
CHALLENGES &
DEMANDS WITH OUR
NEW AA®110 PRODUCT
Introducing the Newly Enhanced AA®110 Curtain Wall System
from Kawneer

Andy Eyres Interview

CURTAIN WALL
SYSTEMS BROCHURE
View our Curtain Wall Systems
Brochure which has been updated
with the new AA®110 enhancements:
View our new brochure here

The proliferation of structural spans within
contemporary architecture challenges
design teams to accommodate slab
and façade movement. In response,
Kawneer launched an expansion joint
for the AA®110 which allows a +/- 15mm
building movement tolerance, this has now
been successfully followed by the SSG
(Structurally Silicone Glazed) variant which
allows a +/- 5mm building movement
tolerance.
The Concealed Vent option within the
system now allows a beautiful, finished
aesthetic. The flush finish delivers
unmatched aesthetics in spaces where
considerations for airflow and ventilation

are key drivers behind the design of the
façade. The vents are available in both
top hung and parallel opening formats,
achieving seamless external results with no
visible vent.
In addition to the enhanced expansion
joint capabilities and concealed vent
Kawneer has also increased the glazing
weight capacity of the AA®110 System.
The increase brings the AA®110 System
in-line with the AA®100 System, delivering a
glazing weight capacity of up to 600kg.
Find out more about our enhanced
AA®110 Curtain Wall system
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ARCHITECTURAL
GLAZING SYSTEMS AT
THE SLATE YARD
Applying the finishing touches to Manchester’s £1 billion 50-acre
Salford masterplan
Photos: Greg Harding

Situated opposite Spinningfields on the
banks of the River Irwell in the heart of
Manchester, The Slate Yard represents
the pinnacle of contemporary rented
accommodation. The 20-storey building
offers rental space to fulfil 199 tenancy
agreements.
Kawneer aluminium systems comprising
curtain wall, windows, and doors were
installed by specialist sub-contractor FK
Group across a 15-month period on the
third – and final – Slate Yard apartment
building.
Architects AHR specified two types of
curtain walling from Kawneer, the AA®100
with 50mm sightlines and the AA®110 with

65mm sightlines. AHR’s specifications also
highlighted Kawneer’s AA®541 top-hung
casement window vents and thermally
superior AA®720 balcony doors as
matching the required design solutions for
Plot A7 at The Slate Yard.
Sub-contractor FK Group also installed
Kawneer systems specified by AHR
in neighbouring Plot A6 (known as
The Graphite Building), a built-to-rent
apartment block spanning 16 storeys and
offering space for 135 residents. Prior to
this work, Kawneer systems were also
deployed in 2017 by sub-contractor Bretton
Architectural on the façade of the 11-storey
building occupying Plot A5 (known as The
Quartz Building).

PRACTICAL. COST-EFFECTIVE. BEAUTIFULLY DELIVERED.
Architect Feidhlim White, of AHR, commented:
“The Kawneer system provided the match to the planning images, enabling us to
deliver the project to the aesthetic and practical vision. The opening lights aided
the ventilation system with the ability for purge ventilation whilst still maintaining
acceptable sightlines. The simplicity of weatherproofing by glazing in the EPDM makes
it an ideal system.”
He also added: “We continually use Kawneer as we have a good relationship with
their support team and local representatives. The client is very pleased with the overall
outcome and how the building sits aesthetically as a suite of three.”
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EDUCATION SECTOR
SOLUTIONS
Kawneer’s AA®720 SL Casement
Window has been specifically
developed for multiple applications in
the Education Sector.

BIM MODELS
NOW AVAILABLE
FOR THE AA®720 SL
CASEMENT WINDOW
Providing critical guidance across all design and construction phases
Building Information Modelling (BIM)
offers a suite of architectural authoring
tools that can be accessed to create a 3D
interpretation of a building. The technology
allows architects to digitally explore how
a building will look and function within a
space, both internally and externally.
By providing architects with a digital
simulation of the products associated
with a project, design teams can use
the information to intelligently analyse
and document detailed concepts. From
manufacturing and construction logistics
to on-site operational requirements and
maintenance concerns, BIM technology
is delivering more freedom to explore

ambitious ideas with more control over
project development.
Kawneer’s AA®720 SL Casement Window
systems are now available as BIM Models.
Kawneer’s BIM Models are available for
download in the Revit format and are
also available as IFC files upon request.
Each model provides critical COBIE data,
providing the required knowledge and
guidance throughout all stages of the
design and construction process.
Discover more about the BIM
models here

An open-out window, it is designed
with narrow frame sightlines to
achieve a modern aesthetic look,
providing optimum weather and
thermal performance. With an
overlapped vent it offers a more
conventional window design with
slim elegant frame sections. A
cost effective and robust solution
specifically designed for the
Education sector.
Available in both top hung and side
hung window formats, the AA®720 SL
Casement Window can be internally
or externally glazed.
The product can also be supplied
with Kawneer’s unique ‘Reflex
technology’ which provides enhanced
thermal performance ideal for
spaces designed to accommodate
high occupancy levels in changing
climates. With the additional benefit
of dual colour finishes, the AA®720
SL Casement Window is an excellent
solution for anyone looking to specify
a high-quality and flexible window
solution for the Education sector.
Discover more about the AA®720 SL
Casement Window here
Click here to view the Kawneer
Education Brochure and read more
about our product applications in
that project sector
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LATEST REVIEW FROM
GLENIGAN CONSTRUCTION
Increase in construction activity shows recovery is
gathering momentum

CONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITY
(AT A GLANCE)

The Glenigan Construction Review
provides industry insight across all UK
construction sectors. The most recent
review (reflecting activity to the end of
May 2021) indicates construction output
is gathering momentum in all 12 regions
of the UK, with a 77% increase in contract
awards against the previous year – this
includes a 5% rise in new projects against
the previous three months.

value of underlying projects costing under
£100m increased by 20%, which in wider
terms is 70% higher than a year ago.

In comparison to last year’s figures, the
average value of major projects saw an
increase of 6%, totalling around £1,232,000
per month. When viewed against the
results from the previous three months (on
a seasonally adjusted basis), the average

In terms of underlying contract awards,
data from the Glenigan Construction
Review reveals an increase of 15%
(seasonally adjusted) against the preceding
three months, resulting in an overall annual
rise of 71%.

The industry experienced an 11% dip in
major contracts awarded during the three
months to May. However, despite the
decline, the broader context of annual
statistics reveals that major contracts are up
101% against the same period last year.

PRIVATE HOUSING REPAIR,
MAINTENANCE AND
IMPROVEMENT (RM&I)
Construction is up 11.3% up on last
year’s figures.
However, despite an increase of 2.8%
on new build output against the
previous three months, new build
output is down 5.3% against last year.
COMMERCIAL
3% rise in quarterly output but
remains 14% down on the previous
year’s figures.
Industrial sector activity also declined
following strong autumn growth (28%
down on last year).
NEW PUBLIC NON-RESIDENTIAL
Despite construction figures rising
by 2%, activity is statistically 3% lower
than last year.
PRIVATE NEW HOUSING
3% rise in output (statistically 1%
lower than a year ago).
SOCIAL NEW HOUSING
10% rise against the preceding three
months (16% down on last year).

DO YOU HAVE A COPY OF THE ARCHITECTS GUIDE
TO ALUMINIUM IN BUILDING?
The comprehensive specification guide to Kawneer’s portfolio of architectural aluminium
glazing systems in a ring binder within a slip case for easy storage in your library.
Click here to order your free copy of the guide
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PERSPEKTIVES
Kawneer is helping to shape the
buildings of tomorrow
With our industry-leading architectural
aluminium systems designed to inspire
and build legacies, we are proud to have
been involved with some of the world’s
most ambitious and prestigious building
projects.
Perspektives is our new, beautifully
designed portfolio that showcases
achievements in collaboration with our
key supply-chain partners from around
the globe.
It features thought-provoking industry
views about the future of construction
and a look back at some our own
illustrious history.
Discover more about Perspektives here

KAWNEER ONLINE
Kawneer Online gives you access to
numerous downloadable documents,
including Technical Specifications,
CAD/BIM Models, Product Documents,
Case Studies, Marketing Materials and
much more.
Registration is free and it offers you
unlimited access.
Click Here to Register

KAWNEER UK LTD

146 CASE STUDIES IN
OUR LIBRARY
Our website offers an extremely
comprehensive and constantly expanding
collection of project case studies,
showcasing our product range.
You can search for projects by location,
building type and product application.
Click here to go to our case study map

Astmoor Road,
Astmoor Industrial Estate,
Runcorn, Cheshire,
WA7 1QQ,
United Kingdom

PROJECT SUPPORT
Please contact us if you have a project
you would like to discuss click here
or alternatively call our Architectural
Services Team
Tel: 01928 502604
kawneerAST@arconic.com
www.kawneer.co.uk
Design with Kawneer.
Build with Confidence.

Tel: +44 (0) 1928 502604
kawneerAST@arconic.com

www.kawneer.co.uk

